Since 1963, MTS has promoted scientific advancement in marine technology and supported the professional development of marine researchers and practitioners.

Get involved in the Society.
Build your network.
Further your work.
Together, we can propel the marine technology profession forward.

Membership is what you make of it.
MTS collaborates with international non-profits and government agencies, associations and industry, to springboard research, technology advances, and policy.

Take advantage of the Society’s opportunities to help you collaborate, make new connections, and advance your work.

Learn More:
www.mtsociety.org

Questions about membership?
Email membership@mt society.org
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Learn and Connect with Other Marine Technology Professionals at…

Conferences, Workshops, and Special Events
From well-established signature conferences to specialty conferences and workshops on trending topics, MTS provides education sessions on every topic in the field of marine technology.

- OCEANS Conferences (US and International)
- Offshore Technology Conferences (US and International)
- Underwater Intervention
- Dynamic Positioning
- Oceans in Action
- TechSurge events (on various technical topics)
- Buoy Technology Workshop
- MTS Section speaker series

Share Your Research Through…
- Conferences Present a paper, host a plenary session, or submit a poster at an MTS conference or workshop.
- Marine Technology Society Journal Submit a paper or editorial, or guest edit an issue of the international peer-reviewed Journal.

Collaborate and Expand Your Network. Participate in…
- Regional MTS Sections Join a Section near you and attend networking events and education presentations. Sections also support students, scholarships, and the marine technology community.
- Technical Committees There are dozens of MTS Technical Committees that act as communities for members who want to work together and advance the science and technology of a specific area in the marine sciences.
- Maritime Industry Mentoring Program Become a mentor or get one. Visit our website to apply for a mentoring match, www.mtsociety.org/mentoring.

Receive Recognition Through…
- MTS Awards Nominate a deserving colleague, yourself, or your organization, for one of the MTS international awards and help bring recognition to the important work of marine technology professionals.
- MTS Fellows Hard work and impactful careers deserve distinction and recognition. Join the list of esteemed MTS Fellows.
- Certification MTS is currently piloting a program to bestow Charted Marine Technologist (CMarTech) credentials on MTS members. Learn more at www.mtsociety.org/cmartech-certification.

Become an Industry Leader By…
- Volunteering for Section Leadership Help your Section grow its membership and produce great events and programming by getting involved in leadership. Contact your local Section chair.
- Chairing a Committee Technical Committees produce conferences and TechSurge events, papers, and books. Share your passion for a technical topic. Join a committee, contact the chair, and get involved.
- Running for the Board of Directors MTS members are eligible to be slated for open Board of Directors positions. Consider turning your years of professional and Society experience into a key leadership role.
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